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Recovery from Schizophrenia: Developing context utilising the literature 

The word recovery has been utilised, both in and out of context, for some time within the field of 

mental health. This review of the literature aims to enlighten and assist in the contextualisation and 

understanding of recovery and the relationship it has for people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 

We ha e e ol ed to a positio  he e people ith a diag osis of s hizoph e ia a e e pe ted  to 

demonstrate some form of recovery (Frese et al 2009). This offers such a contrast from the notion of 

inevitable decline which had been postulated by Kraepelin and many others of the time. Deegan 

, p  asse ts that, Despite the e du i g lega  of pessi is  ... a ajo it  do e o e . This is 

evidence that recovery from schizophrenia has evolved considerably since its recognition as a 

psychiatric condition (Frese et al 2009). 

 

This paper contributes to the literature by offering a fresh approach which assists in maintaining a 

focus upon recovery by striving to achieve the following goals; 

* Providing clarity around the existing differences between service user and 

service provider views on recovery. 

* Demystifying the rhetoric regarding recovery by illuminating the personal and 

subjective nature of recovery, as opposed to purely symptom control. 

* Developing the importance of the story of the person, so that people are heard 

and appreciate how they can contribute to their own recovery. 

* Provide an opportunity for the reader to appraise the literature in order to 

facilitate a recovery approach in the best context. 

 

Recovery, very much like schizophrenia, propagates debate regarding the lack of an agreed 

definition. Bonney & Stickley (2008) identify that generally, there is no clear consensus regarding 

recovery and it therefore remains very much contested. Many authors state that there is not yet a 

definitive definition of recovery (Onken et al, 2007; Kogstad et al, 2011). The most commonly cited 

definition was developed by Anthony (1993), who was one of the intellectual founders of the 

recovery movement (Shepherd et al, 2008). 

Re o e y is des i ed as a deeply pe so al, u i ue p o ess of ha gi g o e’s 
attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills and roles. It is a way of living a 

satisfying, hopeful and contributing life, even with the limitations caused by 

illness. Recovery involves the development of new meaning and purpose in 

o e’s life as o e g o s eyo d the atast ophi  effe ts of e tal ill ess  

(Anthony, 1993, p15) 

Recovery cannot be regarded as a new concept, when observing the consumer/survivor self-help 

movements and groups there is evidence of the concept of mental health recovery since the 1930s 
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(Onken et al, 200 . The idea of e o e  i  s hizoph e ia has ee  he ished   a s all g oup o  

the fringe of the field of mental health for over 20 years (Roe & Davidson, 2008) and has emerged at 

the forefront of the recent policy agenda (Bonney & Stickley, 2008). The advent of recovery was 

partly driven by dissatisfaction with the traditional medical model (Ahmed et al, 2012). It has been 

purported by Jacobsen and Curtis (2000) that traditional systems had indeed fostered disability, 

alienation and marginalisation. Lo gitudi al esea h studies had led to the o ept of e o e  

from s hizoph e ia  ith its e phasis ei g the eradication of clinical symptoms. In contrast the 

se i e use  o e e t e a ed the o ept of e o e  in s hizoph e ia  hi h allo s se i e 

users to retain some degree of control over their lives despite the possible presence of symptoms 

(Gordon, 2013). It was recognised by Frese et al (2009) that the medical model, in conjunction with 

deinstitutionalisation, began to address the functioning of former patients and consequentially the 

notion of recovery from schizophrenia began evolving, initially under the guise of rehabilitation. It 

had long been stated that the recovery process was the foundation of rehabilitation services (Deegan 

1988). 

Fo  se i e use s like Pat Deega  it took ti e to o e o e the feeli g of ei g dehu a ized  

following her diagnosis of s hizoph e ia. Dehu a izatio  is a  a t of iole e, a d t eati g people 

as if the  e e ill esses is dehu a izi g  Deega , , p . Pilg i   offe s eassu a e that 

deinstitutionalisation and the possibility of regaining citizenship for those previously dehumanised 

e ou ages opti is . “o e p e ious t eat e ts  of people ithi  i stitutio s as a ho e t ith 

o o side atio  of pote tial fo  e o e . This as due to a euge i  a io  of dege e a  hi h 

existed (Pilgrim, 2009). The eugenics movement of the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries supported 

genetic explanations for stigmatised characteristics like mental illness which were governed by 

policies and resulted in marriage restrictions, sterilisation and even extermination (Kelves, 1985). 

 

Despite deinstitutionalisation and community care becoming common place in the twentieth century 

one does not imply or lead to the other (Pilgrim, 2009). This is reference to the fact that during 

o u it  a e  so e people felt abandoned often slipping between the cracks in service 

configuration or being overlooked by this regime. Consequentially, Sayce (2000) highlights that in the 

pu li  i d o u it  a e  as asso iated ith failu e. Allott et al, (2002) commented that in a UK 

context the majority of people within the mental health system are given little hope of recovery from 

their experiences and staff were lacking in knowledge with regards to recovery. The Chief Nursing 

Offi e s ‘e ie  o  Me tal Health Nu si g Depa t e t of Health, 06) states nurses should use 

recovery principles in every aspect of their practice. Although things are changing and we have a 

much clearer structure for community services in England, Boardman & Shepherd (2012) state that 
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improvement is still required in respect of the quality and content of these services. Despite this, it 

has ee  epo ted that; A  u de sta di g of e o e  as a pe so al a d su je ti e e pe ie e has 

e e ged ithi  e tal health s ste s  “lade et al, 2014, p12). 

 

The la guage of e o e  has e o e a o o  featu e i  e tal health poli  a d p a ti e i  the 

UK and the agenda of recovery encompasses diverse perspectives from policy makers, service users 

and professionals (Spandler & Stickley, 2011). People who have experienced mental illness have been 

increasingly vocal in communicating what their experiences are with mental illness and also what 

assists in moving on beyond mental illness (Slade, 2010). These narratives and service user 

perspectives have assisted everyone in attempting to tailo  i te e tio s to fa ilitate a  i di idual s 

recovery. However, these opinions within the literature about recovery are wide-ranging and whilst 

they cannot be characterised uniformly they do provide valid indicators of what recovery looks and 

feels like from the inside (Slade, 2010). Spandler & Stickley (2011) add issues raised have addressed 

concerns around what it feels like and the seemingly lack of compassion in mental health services.  

 

Leh a  , p  ad ises autio  a d states, ‘e o e y has become a loaded word in the mental 

health field . This a  e due to e o e  ei g a di hoto ous p opositio , as so e people take 

recovery to represent hope that they may go on to pursue a fulfilling life. In contrast, others view 

e o e  as hetoric for people who have been oppressed victims of the system; these feelings gave 

rise to a philosophy of anti-psychiatry and people wishing to be free of professional treatment. When 

attempting to clarify this ambiguity Schrank & Slade (2007) stated that the term recovery has two 

ea i gs hi h a e: “e i e- ased e o e  defi itio s  a d Use - ased e o e  defi itio s . 

Service based recovery definitions rely on symptom remission and reduction in use of medication, 

whereas user based recovery definitions address personal growth and development in overcoming 

the experience of being a mental health patient. 

 

The concept of recovery has been defined in countless ways and Silverstein & Bellack (2008) 

organised them roughly into two groups. The first group efle t e o e  as a  out o e  

(descriptions that desire operationally defined criteria to be achieved) and as an on-goi g p o ess  of 

identity change. Therefore it is easy to distinguish, again, the areas where service providers and 

service users may have a differing stance and similarities can be drawn against the work of Schrank & 

Slade (2007). However, this may have developed from Bellack (2006) who viewed recovery as an 

outcome developed from the search for clinically meaningful and psychometrically reliable outcome 

measures, whereas appreciating recovery as a process developed primarily from service users 
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attempting to raise the profile of their perspective within practice and research. Liberman & 

Kopelowicz et al (2005) argued there is difficulty i  sepa ati g p o ess  a d out o e  due to the 

ele e ts of these t o pe spe ti es e e e ati g  ith ea h othe . Go do   adds that despite 

se i e use s ofte  lai i g to eje t the idea of out o e , thei  des iptio s ge e all  e a e 

both process and outcome; and as examples Gordon cites Deegan (1988) and Anthony (1993). 

Atte u   ota l  poi ts out that easu i g out o es is ot u i po ta t  ut i di iduall  

outcomes do not to afford the ethical justification for a recovery-orientated approach. Gordon (2013) 

had expressed disappointment that the many recovery-focused outcome measures available are not 

ei g adopted a d applied  esea he s, a ade i s a d the pha a euti al i dust . This is 

especially perilous given that outcomes measu es ofte  d i e the t pes of se i e p o ided  Go do , 

, p . This is ie ed as pe ilous   Go do   as e o e  as a  out o e i plies people 

are condemned to hopeless unending journeys which may also encourage apathetic services which 

would continue to be determined by symptom-focused outcome measures. This may be viewed as 

regression to a maintenance approach for people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 

 

Another similarly contested factor is whether recovery is an approach, a framework or a model with 

different authors putting their own interpretation on proceedings. Warner (2009) favours the term 

The e o e y odel’. This may be derived from earlier opinion by Andresen et al, (2006, p972) who 

state that … the e is a eed fo  a odel a d a method of measuring recovery as the concept is 

des i ed  se i e use s . Tho to  & Lu as  sket h so e of the issues a d a ti ulate a 

possible recovery model for mental health. However, they state clearly that that their aim is to 

la if  the optio s athe  tha  defe d the odel that e e ges  Tho to  & Lu as, , p . 

Whilst many issues are raised and discussed from other perspectives within their paper it is difficult 

to ascertain the level of conviction that Thornton and Lucas (2011) have i  the odel . A positio  

state e t  o sulta t ps hiat ists i  t o e gi g Lo do  NH“ t usts stated that, Whilst so e 

people efe  to a ‘e o e  Model , it is p o a l  ette  to speak a out ‘e o e  ideas o  o epts. 

A model would suggest that the e is a a ual so e he e  “outh Lo do  & Maudsle  NH“ 

Fou datio  T ust a d “outh West Lo do  a d “t Geo ge s Me tal NH“ T ust, , p . Kogstad et 

al, (2011) predict that the recovery approach needs to go beyond attempts to construct models for 

recovery-o ie tated p a ti es a d should the efo e e a o -li ea  p o ess. Pe ki s & “lade  

ide tif  e o e  as a jou e  ut it as U zi ke   ho as o e of the fi st to ge e ate the 

idea of recovery being a journey. As a self- o fessed su i o  of se i es U zi ke s d i e a d 

determinism was developed from the rejection of the medical model. Many view recovery, and the 

recovery movement in particular, as a challenge to the medical model (Deegan, 2002; and Frese et al, 
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2009). Mountain & “hah , p  o i gl  ide tified that, … a  ps hiat ists see  

detached from this approach [recovery]. Sceptics suggest that it underplays the value of psychiatric 

t eat e t a d se i es a d offe s false hope . I  espo se to the e o e  o e ent, Mountain & 

“hah , p  go o  to state, The e has ee  a o fusi g a ge of espo ses a o g 

ps hiat ists. “o e ha e ee  e used, dis issi e o  defe si e . I  spite of these o e ts Pilg i  

& McCrainie (2013) state that, whether rhetorically or otherwise, the personal journey approach to 

recovery has found a strong presence for all stakeholders. The growing complexities associated with 

the notion of recovery were also addressed by Pilgrim & McCrainie (2013, p44);  

… e ha e see  e o e  i  a umber of either/ors: an internal versus an 

external process, a process versus an outcome and a clinical goal versus a socio-

political goal. One might be discussing recovery-as-experience, recovery-as-

evidence, recovery-as-ideology, recovery-as-policy or recovery-as-politi s  

Pilgrim & McCrainie (2013, p44) 

In an attempt to progress and operationalise the literature around recovery Andresen et al, (2006) 

de eloped a stages of e o e  i st u e t. This as de eloped f o  a o su e -orientated 

definition of ps hologi al e o e  f o  thei  ea lie  o k i   a d this as des i ed as; … 

the establishment of a fulfilling, meaningful life and a positive sense of identity founded on 

hopefulness and self-dete i atio   A d ese  et al, 2003, p588). The whole premise of recovery is 

based upon finding a new self and position as opposed to rediscovery of the former, premorbid, self 

(Deegan, 1988). Andresen et al , p  de eloped a Fou  o po e t p o esses of e o e  

(Finding hope, Redefining identity, Finding meaning in life, and Taking responsibility for recovery). At 

this period in time other studies had also identified stages or phases in the recovery process but with 

regard to the exact delineation there was no consensus. An earlier study from Davidson and Strauss 

(1992) addressed the sense of self in respect of recovery and whilst this study did not specifically 

address people with schizophrenia per se there were 25 participants from the total of 66 with this 

diagnosis. Davidson and Strauss (1992) de eloped fou  aspe ts  Dis o e i g the possi ilit  of the 

self as an agent, Taking stock of strengths and limitations,  Putting aspects of self into action, and 

Using the enhanced sense of self as a resource in recovery). The significance of personal change is 

ot issed he e as these aspe ts adhe e, to so e deg ee, to Ku t Le i s  th ee-step model 

of change management. Andresen et al, (2003) drew comparison between five studies prior to 

drawing up their own 5-stages of recovery. These five stages consisted of; Moratorium, Awareness, 

Preparation, Rebuilding, & Growth. These stages are not necessarily a linear progression that all go 

through, but are best viewed as aspects of engagement within the process of recovery (Shepherd et 

al, 2008). Components, aspects or stages of recovery highlighted and suggested by various authors 

have contributed to a drive towards an understanding of recovery, even though not always adding 

clarity in every case.  
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In 2005 Laurie Davidson identified that we cannot implement programmes of recovery taken from 

ph si al ill esses i  the field of e tal health. Da idso s  otio  that self-management 

odels  a d se i e use  e pe ie es  ha e o e alue tha  odels o igi ati g f o  ph si al 

health. Regarding definitions, Davidson was in support of and utilised the notion of recovery 

previously highlighted by Anthony (1993) whilst also utilising the work of Andresen et al, (2003) in 

developing clarity for the UK perspective. This was beginning to signify the direction for recovery in 

the UK as Da idso  de eloped his o k i  the De o  ‘e o e  G oup to ide tif  The P i iples of 

‘e o e  Da idso , . These p i iples ha e ee  epli ated a d ad o ated i  a  a eas 

including Manchester, Cornwall and even Ohio, USA. Those mentioned also advocate the definition 

of e o e   A tho   a d the fou  o po e t p o esses of e o e  A d ese  et al, 

2003). 

 

We are reminded by Deegan (2002) that recovery is not the privilege of an exceptional few clients, 

but as empirical data indicates most do recover. Atterbury (2014) asserts that if the promise of 

recovery and recovery relationships are withdrawn from service users it is an injustice and a moral 

violation. To transfer recovery focused-approaches into practice it is useful to comprehend the 

regular themes arising from people who have recovered. Table 1 compares three studies illustrating 

the themes of people who have recovered. The study by Schrank & Slade (2007) identifies 

components of the recovery process as defined by service users, whereas the other studies are 

themes derived from the literature. 

Table 1. Comparison of Recovery Themes 
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The concept of hope remains a central tenet of recovery and is reported widely in the literature 

Ho s & Bake , . The t i  halle ge  of add essi g the i pa t of the e tal health p o le  

o  a pe so s life a d also foste i g a positi e futu e isio , fo  the e tal health o ke  is 

app e iated  ‘eppe  & Pe ki s . Follo i g o sultatio  ith o su e s  Ja o so  & 

Greenley (2001) had previously introduced the concept of internal and external conditions in 

recovery. The internal conditions referred to; hope, healing, empowerment and connection. The 

external conditions defining recovery are; human rights, a positive culture of healing and recovery-

orientated services.  

Langeland et al, (2007, p276) identifies three important healing factors within the recovery process. 

These factors are that participants i) perceive themselves as something other than just a diagnosis or 

a disease, ii) explore themselves with respect to their whole person, and iii) take control of their own 

lives. An appreciation of a salutogenic approach by mental health workers would be favourable to 

support this. The basis of improving all aspects of life simultaneously through holistic healing was 

p oposed  A to o sk  . I  ag ee e t Atte u  , p  states; A o e holisti  ie  

of e tal health offe s e o e  as the hopeful p otago ist i  a a ati e of health ot ill ess . This 

basis of salutogenesis is opposed to the traditional perspective of health, regarded as pathogenic, 

with its emphasis more on disease and biological mechanism. Salutogenesis proposes that the 

diagnosis becomes secondary to the story of the person, with the person understood as an active 

system that interacts with the environment utilising both internal and external conditions 

(Langeland et al, 2007), very much in alignment to those described by Jacobson & Greenley (2001). 

The presence and ability to utilise salutogenesis was illustrated in a study by Ventegodt et al, (2008), 

addressing clinical holistic medicine in the recovery of working ability. Ventegodt et al, (2008, p221) 

o luded; The patie ts a e oti ated fo  hu a  de elop e t a d e gage i  e iste tial therapy in 

spite of this being highly emotionally painful at times where old trauma are confronted and 

i teg ated . This a  eso ate fo  people ith a diag osis of s hizoph e ia, as a pote tial fo  

approaching recovery.  

 

Overall, the concept of salutogenesis may have informed many other approaches to recovery, 

including most of the themes identified in Table 1. The benefit of a salutogenic approach is increased 

when service users are prepared to assume responsibility for their own life (Ventegodt et al, 2007). 

This has been appreciated for some time as Liberman & Kopelowicz (2005) postulate, due to the fact 

that schizophrenia is often associated with dependence on others, recovery should include a 

dimension associated to independent functioning. This has a big impact upon mental health services 

and approaches, as Copeland & Mead (2000), who use their own experiences to suggest that mental 
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health o ke s ha e to e hu a  a d ega d e o e  o ie tated elatio ships as eal and 

authentic despite changes in roles. Repper & Perkins (2003) emphasise that the central issue in 

effective relationship formation is the ability to value people as equals. Silverstein & Bellack (2008) 

add that terms, such as hope, empowerment and self-determination are often employed in a vague 

manner. Kogstad et al, (2011) had discovered that recovery factors experienced by service users are 

not always compatible with professional approaches. Beck et al, (2012, p564) offers one explanation, 

People appea  to hold a  i di idual ep ese tatio  of hat it ea s to e e o e ed . F o  

personal experience Rufus May states that recovery from social expectations was a bigger challenge 

tha  the ps hosis itself a d as a o se ue e he sees that ‘e o e  lies i  the social contexts 

ithi  hi h this p o ess o u s  Ma , , p . Ma  su je ti e ie s of e o e  o u , ith 

one reason being due to personal understanding of recovery altering over time (Slade et al, 2014). 

 

The individual and personal journey of recovery for service users necessitates services to alter the 

focus of care and treatment (Lloyd et al, 2008). Atterbury (2014) indicates that the difference 

between traditional mental health practices and recovery-orientated approaches is that if we are 

utilising a recovery focus then the locus of control should remain with the service user to the 

greatest extent possible. This will, hopefully, avoid the traditional paternalistic approach based on 

maintenance. Aston & Coffey (2012) warn that without understanding of the concept of recovery 

mental health staff will struggle to deliver a recovery-orientated service. 

 

Yates et al, (2012) explored the social and environmental condition in which recovery occurs, concluding 

that recovery seems unlikely and can never meet the needs of the people if the environment is 

structured in a manner that damages, excludes and discriminates against them. Aston & Coffey (2012) 

also identified that nurses demonstrated role uncertainty in relation to recovery and felt that, despite 

rhetoric to the contrary, the concept had been imposed upon their profession. In spite of this, some 

service users remain positive and Mayes (2011) states that whilst choice is important, the combination 

of self-help and mainstream services can offer the best approach. It had been identified by Slade (2010) 

that aspects of individuals engaging or re-engaging in their life are recurring features from the recovery 

narrative that allow people to discover meaning and purpose through valued identity and social roles. 

This is i di ati e of pe so al e o e  hi h i ol es o ki g to a ds ette  health, ega dless of the 

presence of symptoms as previously highlighted. One of the main indicators of personal recovery, 

according to Giusti et al, (2014) is cognitive insight, which refers to the ability to evaluate and correct 

distorted beliefs and assumptions and the increase in ability to do this presents a positive correlation 

with personal recovery. This approach is indicative of wellbeing rather than the treatment of illness.  
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Whilst conceptualising and delivering recovery in the context of service provision Woods et al (2013) 

identify that there are a number of idiosyncratic perspectives which need to be taken into account. 

When Slade et al (2014, p14) addressed the uses a d a uses of e o e  the  ide tified se e  

misperceptions or abuses of recovery;  

1) Recovery is the latest model 

2) ‘e o e  does ot appl  to  patie ts 

3) Service can make people recover through effective treatment 

4) Compulsory detention and treatment aid recovery 

5) A recovery orientation means closing services 

6) Recovery is about making people independent and normal 

7) Contributing to society happens only after a person is recovered 

 

The emphasis by Slade et al, (2014) centres on the implementation of recovery-orientated practices 

and facilitating inclusion. This type of recovery will involve transformation within, and impact upon 

mental health services and will not be easy to transform as it impacts upon human systems. 

Recovery-orientated practices are viewed as ethical by Atterbury (2014) as they recognise and 

espe t e e  pe so s pe so hood a d dig it . E te di g e o d a edu tio ist ie  of 

symptomatology recovery orientated services help individuals reconstruct their lives in a meaningful 

way (Mathur et al, 2014). The culture of care underpinning how service users are valued, 

understood, related to and position within the organisation should be central to the delivery of 

interventions and service systems (Papadopoulos et al, 2013). 

 

ImROC (Implementing Recovery through Organisational Change) was established in 2008 by the 

Department of Health in England and is a joint initiative between the Centre for Mental Health and 

the Mental Health Network NHS Confederation (Shepherd et al, 2014). One of the main tenets of 

ImROC is;  

While the ideas of e o e y a d e o e y-oriented practice have the potential to 

transform mental health services, we need to look beyond what is provided by 

these services and examine the whole range of resources and opportunities that 

can support quality of life, full citizenship and human rights for people with mental 

health p o le s.  (Boardman and Friedli, 2012). 

 

Approaching recovery and utilising approaches as suggested by ImROC would also go some way to 

e su i g that se i es e plo ed a o e p a tice- ased e ide e , i  doi g this the oi e of the 

service user would be privileged and given equivalent status with the more conventional models of 

presenting evidence as suggested by Ramon et al, (2009). However, caution must be exercised that 

the case made by Roe et al, , p  does ot e o e t ue, he  the  state that; If e o e  

a  e take  to ea  a thi g, the  it o es to ea  othi g at all . A si ila  state e t had ee  
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made earlier by Lester & Gask (2006) when they commented upon how broadly the term recovery 

was being made that it bordered on becoming meaningless. However, despite advances since these 

comments there is a lot of work to be done to enable services to be more effective in enabling 

recovery for people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 

 

The REFOCUS programme is a recent development, which is primarily aimed at promoting recovery 

in adult mental health services. The REFOCUS manual now in its second edition addresses the 

implementation of pro-recovery interventions by staff and these interventions impact in two ways; 

Recovery promoting relationships, and Pro-recovery working practices (Bird et al, 2014). A summary 

of findings from the REFOCUS programme was published by Fortune et al (2015) and this offers a 

clear demarcation between clinical recovery (emerging from mental health professionals) and 

personal recovery (emerging from people with lived experience). Importantly, there is clear 

reference made by Bird et al , p  that … e o e  a  take pla e ithi , pa tl  outside o  

holl  outside the e tal health se i e . This is a lea  essage that people should e e ou aged 

to recover in a fitting environment, not just within mental health services. 
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